Some dark references takes longer than trip value for recent dark criteria

Users report an example of TVIPS F416 with 10 repeats of dark images and on both channels. Even though individuals are within the trip level, it needs double the time to pass the trip level with two channels.

Associated revisions

Revision 7f7e76f6 - 10/23/2019 09:59 PM - Anchi Cheng
refs #8193 longer dark reference trip level and account for clock difference

History

#1 - 10/23/2019 09:41 PM - Anchi Cheng
After examining the database and the leginon computer running the session, I found that the clock on the latter is about 1 minute faster. With the current trip level of 100 second, it is easily timed out.

#2 - 01/19/2020 08:51 PM - Anchi Cheng
- Status changed from Assigned to Closed

No problem since the fix.